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Safety and Ethics:
Where does safety end and ethics begin?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4th National Just Culture WS – Judiciary and Aviation DaysMay 2017 -   Castelldefels/Barcelona  (1. everything you wanted to know about Just Culture and were afraid to ask & 2 practical JC in d2d OPS)May 2018 -  Sevilla April 2019 – Palma2020 (April, October) Zaragoza – Online – A big thanks to all 4 Co-organisers partners – APROCTA, ENAIRE, COPAC and Eurocontrol personally to Carlos, Santi and Carlos and their teams. Equal recognition goes to the collaborators Consejo General del Poder Judicial (Spanish General Council of the Judiciary)Carnicer y Zamora (Aprocta's law firm) and Universidad de las Islas Baleares (University of the Balearic islands)Systems thinking in a Safety Culture – Credo�SAFETY BASED ASSUMPTIONS: Extract from Toolkit on Systems Thinking for SafetyPrinciple 3. Just Culture (Summary)“People usually set out to do their best and achieve a good outcome Adopt a mindset of openness, trust and fairness. Understand actions in context, and adopt systems language that is non-judgmental and non-blaming.” 



What are Ethics/ética ?
From Oxford English and Spanish Dictionary, Thesaurus

• Moral principles that govern a person's 
behaviour or the conducting of an 
activity;

• The branch of knowledge that deals with 
moral principles;

“Ethics is what you do when no one else is 
watching”
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Schools of ethics (plural noun) in Western philosophy can be divided, very roughly, into three sorts. The first, drawing on the work of Aristotle, holds that the virtues (such as justice, charity, and generosity) are dispositions to act in ways that benefit both the person possessing them and that person's society. The second, defended particularly by Kant, makes the concept of duty central to morality: humans are bound, from a knowledge of their duty as rational beings, to obey the categorical imperative to respect other rational beings.Thirdly, utilitarianism asserts that the guiding principle of conduct should be the greatest happiness or benefit of the greatest numberÉticafeminine noun1Disciplina filosófica que estudia el bien y el mal y sus relaciones con la moral y el comportamiento humano.Aristóteles fue el fundador de la ética; don Joaquín fue catedrático de psicología, lógica y ética - ...José Joaquín de Mora (1783-1864)2Conjunto de costumbres y normas que dirigen o valoran el comportamiento humano en una comunidad.su ética profesional le impide confesar más cosas3Conformidad con los preceptos de la ética.nunca se puso en tela de juicio la ética de su profesión



Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development
(Extract from “Safety Ethics – Cases from Aviation, Healthcare & Occupational
& Environmental Health” by Patanker, Brown & Treadwell)

When presented with an ethical dilemma, people 
respond in different ways.

Their responses can be categorised into three levels 
according to the primary criterion in making 
decisions:

• Self Interest (Level 1);
• Conformity to one’s society or peer group 

(Level 2), or
• Principle of Respect (Level 3).
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Six Moral Principles and the Corresponding Duties  – by KholbergPrinciple/Corresponding DutyAutonomy / Respect the autonomy of othersNon-maleficence / Do not inflict harm on othersBeneficence  / Promote the good of othersJustice / Give others what is owed or due to them, give others what they deservedTruth-telling / Disclose all-relevant information honestly and intelligibly; do not intentionally deceivePromise-keeping / Be faithful to just agreements, honour contracts



Where does Safety end and Ethics begin?
You will be presented with a scenario

• What  moral or ethical issues does 
this scenario bring to mind?

• What can we learn about where 
safety ends and ethics begins?

• Is there anything else that this 
example triggers as regards 
enhancing ‘safety ethics’ in the air 
and on the ground?.
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An aircraft maintenance experience…

“An Aircraft Maintenance Technician (AMT) is asked to sign-off 
a maintenance action that has not been performed. His 
supervisor assures him that the maintenance action is not 
safety critical and will be taken care of at the next line station. It 
would be a personal favour if the AMT could sign it off now and 
let him meet his on-time departure target.”

The supervisor says:
‘You take care of this one and I’ll take care of you’.
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The role of engineers, pilots, ATCOs in general technical professionals is typical restricted to providing technical expertise and they base their decisions on approved technical data. Business decisions on the other hand are more commonly motivated by profit. Therefore, we may see cases wherein business managers are tempted to violate ethics when they faced with profit-based challenges.There is a fundamental shift in professional priorities as one goes from being an AMT to being a manager. The priority shifts from airworthiness (safety) to production (profit). Also employee/management evaluations are tied with production targets not safety –compliance or risk avoidance. The greater the business competition or schedule pressure, the greater is the temptation to put production ahead of safety.Type-A risk taker is a classic thrill – seeker who gets pleasure from a short-term adrenaline rush. These individuals are likely to be involved in activities such as skydiving, bungee jumping, aerobatic flying etc. These people are radically afraid of activities that involve a radical change in their life. Changing job, careers are “high-ris” activities.Type-B risk-takers are the type of individuals who would get excited by the prospect of a career change or a move, but would tend to avoid skydiving, bungee jumping, aerobatic flying or gambling. These people derive thrill from being challenged to adapt to a new environment or circumstance, but they fear short-term thrills. They are more likely to take calculated risk rather than take spontaneous risks, The mechanics, engineers , aviation people tend to be skewed toward type-B tendencies and managers tend to be skewed toward type- A tendencies. 



The Moral Decision-making Process

What?
Measure the intention of what is being asked or done 
against the principle of respect. If the intent is morally 
good, then examine the Motive;

Why?
Ascertain why it is being asked or done. If the motive 
is also good, then consider the circumstances;

Justified or not?
Determine if the circumstances warrant the action;

The decision-maker accepts responsibility for the 
action.

Intention

Motive

Circumstances

Action

1.

2.

3.
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Summary of Ethical Decision-Making process based on Kohlberg’s theoryIf the intention is good,The motive is good, andThe circumstances warrant a specific action,That action is ethically permissible, taking due care to ensure a good outcome, insofar as possibleLevel-1 and Level-2 decision makers are basically rule-based decision-makers.Level-1 decision makers tend to abide by the published rules such as regulations or corporate policies out of fear of prosecution if these rules were violated and the Level-2 decision makers tend to abide by the unpublished rules of their social group – the rules that enables acceptance or membership of their desired group. Levelk-3 decision makers on the other hand, are risk based decision makers who are able to ascertain the risks involved in their decisions and then choose their course of action. The issue of rule- versus risk-based decision – making is predicated upon the level of certainty in the information that is used to make decisions.



Analysis of Response of AMT scenario - using 
Kohlberg’s three-level framework 

• Level 1: Self-Interest
If our subject AMT were to be a Level 1 decision-maker, he is likely 
to respond in one of the following two ways: 

(a) he is likely to say that  ‘signing an aircraft off without 
performing the maintenance action is a federal offence and I 
will not do it “ or 

(b) he is likely to sign-off the aircraft in order to avoid the implied 
punishment for not complying with the supervisor’s ‘request’.;

In either solution, the action is motivated by the Principle of Self-
interest of preventing pain whether from legal prosecution or from 
the supervisor or from the supervisor’s punitive treatment.
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Individual vs Organisational RoleIndividual Roles If we assume that most rational individuals understand the difference between morally right and wrong decisions, we still find that only a handful of individuals are willing to “blow the whistle” and risk losing their job or professional reputation in order to consistent with their string moral beliefs. The people who are wiling and able to stand-up against ethical or legal violations possess the following characteristics:1. Strong professional knowledge and skills – they are respected by their peers for their technical proficiency2. Acute sense of personal security – they have confidence in their ability to seek other employment or other careers if they were to lose their job. They also tend to have string support from their friends and family to do the right thing.3. Professional pride and respect for the social responsibility entrusted in them by virtue of their profession is extremely important to them – they are not motivated by material or short-term gains.



• Level 2: Conformity to One’s Society
If our subject AMT were to be a Level 2 decision-maker, he is likely to 
respond in one of the following two ways: 

(a) he is likely to consult with his peers and determines that it is 
important for him to stand-up to the supervisor because otherwise 
he would not be accepted in the AMT community at that line station he 
would be marked as ‘company man’ or 

(b) he is likely to consult with his peers and determine that there is an 
‘A-List’ of AMTs that this supervisor favours, if he wanted to move 
ahead in this company, he needs to oblige and sign-off the aircraft.

In either event, the action is motivated by the Principle of Conformity to 
One’s Society where the individual is simply trying to fit in.
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Organisational rolesOrganisations tend to be susceptible to economic pressure and consequently, they are less likely to be anything beyond Level-1 decision-makers. In heavily regulated industries such as aviation, when market competition is strong and survival is at stake, safety-related decisions tend to be made on Level-1 basis.  For example, a safety programme is more likely to be supported because it is a regulatory requirement rather it is a good program to support.Once in a while, you find that professional associations or quality rating boards tend to coerce Level-2 decision making by making “non-compliant” companies feel that they are outside the association or quality circles.



• Level 3: The Principle of Respect
If our subject AMT were to be a Level 3 decision-maker, he is likely 
to respond by saying that he would not sign-off the aircraft without 
performing the maintenance because:

(a) it is disrespectful of the legal and moral responsibility 
placed on him by the flying public when he earned his Aircraft 
Mechanic Certificate from the Federal Aviation Administration and 

(b) if he were to be a passenger on this aircraft, he would expect that 
other AMT’s would be true to their professional integrity. 

Therefore, in this case, the AMT action is motivated by the Principle 
of Respect.
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Challenges to Ethical ValuesEthical principles of an individual or an organisation are merely theoretical constructs until they are challenged by reality, and even when they are challenged, only a handful of people will make decisions that are consistent with their ethical values. Out of those who do not stand up for their beliefs, few will retrospectively realize the implications of their decisions and may be motivated to do the right thing at a subsequent opportunity. Regardless of whether the individuals choose to stand up or not, one thing is certain: values and action have the power of influence each other. Just as individuals are likely to act based on their values, their actions are also likely to shape their values.The ability of an individual to stand-up to ethical violations rests on the feeling of individual security, which in turns rests on personal confidence in survival against all odds, detachment from the quest for material benefits, and a deep sense of loyalty toward personal/professional responsibility. Similarly, one could extrapolate that the ability of an organisation to consistently support ethical decision-making is heavily influenced by its financial stability and its market share, in addition to the commitment by its top leaders.



Characteristics of Level 3 decision-makers
Any similarities & differences with aviation professionals ?

• Strong professional knowledge and skills:

• They possess strong technical knowledge in their area of expertise 
and they have strong practical skills in their domain. In short, they 
are respected by their peers for their technical proficiency;

• Acute sense of personal security:

• They have confidence in their ability to seek other employment or 
other careers if they were to lose their job. They also tend to have 
strong support from their family and friends to do the right thing.
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Consistent level 3 decision makers:Have well developed “ethical muscles”;Have professional pride and respect for the social responsibility entrusted in them by virtue of their profession;Are not motivated by material or short-term gains;Are able to serve as mentors and create clusters of Level 3 decision-makers around them;Leave a legacy of ethical decision-making



My other experience is from Cyber domain
Are Ethics Relevant as well ?

• If you saw a bug in a friend's 
code.

• Would you tell the manager?
• Even if it cost their job?
• Even if it set project back 6 

months?
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Depends on safety culture !?



My other experience is from Cyber domain
Are Ethics Relevant as well ?

• Professional code of conducts (ACM, IEEE, etc) 

• ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) Code of 
Ethics.
• https://www.acm.org/code-of-ethics

• Agile Software manifesto who inspired the Just 
Culture Manifesto
• https://agilemanifesto.org/
• https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Just_Culture_

Manifesto
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1- Make space for ethics

2- Use Mediation to enable ethical space
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(1.2.3…)
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Put another way, moral decision-making relocates ethical decision-making away from an individualistic reflection on imperatives, utility or virtue, into a social space. In that space one is implicitly aware of the other, wherein we understand from the start that we need to have a dialogue. There is a difference between what I should do in an ethical dilemma, and what we should do in a moral dilemma. In ethical dilemmas, individual decision-making may draw on the frameworks of “must-do” imperatives, utility consequences, the seeking of goodness, or a guiding framework from God.But ethical decisions should recognise the context within which they are set. That is, they must recognise that duties can be ranked in a hierarchy (for example, to stop at an accident to render assistance trumps the promise of meeting for coffee); in a similar way, consequences can be ranked too.In moral decisions, in which the importance of others and their actual situation in the world, is recognised, community decisions are based on dialogue between all those on whom the decision impacts. That dialogue should aim to be inclusive, non-coercive, self-reflective, and seek consensus among real people, rather than seek an elusive absolute moral truth.
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You say morals, I say ethics – what’s the difference?  The words derive respectively from the word in Greek (ethos, ethikos) and Latin (mores, moralis), variously translated as customs, manners or social norms. In fact, however, it is possible to differentiate the Greek root of ethics from the Latin root of morality in a way that may be practically helpful. According to this understanding, “ethics” leans towards decisions based upon individual character, and the more subjective understanding of right and wrong by individuals – whereas “morals” emphasises the widely-shared communal or societal norms about right and wrong. Put another way, ethics is a more individual assessment of values as relatively good or bad, while morality is a more intersubjective community assessment of what is good, right or just for all. 
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